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BLACK OCEAN
A Mystery in History

By Rick Blaine

LIKE NOTHING YOU’VE READ BEFORE

An exciting, fact-based thriller that turns the attack on Pearl Harbor inside out, as
American and Japanese agents vie for the control of Hawaii as well as the hearts and
minds of those caught up in the maelstrom.

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING

“Raw, riveting and rambunctious, this witty deconstruction of Pearl Harbor mythology also has an emotional authenticity that grabbed me from the ﬁrst page. A real
page-turner that kept me up at night.”
— John Arturo Martini, author of “Fortress Alcatraz”
“More than a murder mystery, this is a fascinating tale of what might have been.
Real-life historical characters rub up against a strong heroine and a conﬂicted policeman as they struggle to solve a brutal mystery in a kingdom dominated by a foreign
power. You just can’t beat sex, violence, espionage and political intrigue in a tropical
locale. Whoa, it’s a killer.”
— James Delgado, host of National Geographic Television’s “The Sea Hunters”

Publication Date: 12/7/2004

“With all the style and jaw-clenching intrigue of Terry and the Pirates comes this
extraordinary vision of speculative history, a ﬁnely detailed parallel universe in which
the world of 1941 is turned inside out. It takes a canny historian and accomplished
storyteller to craft a tale like this one. Black Ocean is a white-hot read.”
— Steven Taylor Goldsberry, author of “Luzon”
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Historian, journalist and documentarian Rick Blaine has been studying modern Hawaiian history for more than 50 years. Rarely photographed and never interviewed,
he keeps a low proﬁle. This is likely his ﬁrst novel, although no one knows for sure.

ABOUT THE PUBLISHER

Paciﬁc Monograph is a Kailua-based Hawaii company that specializes in historical
interpretation, including publishing, documentary production, exhibitry construction
and museum design.

